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C. The user’s access list does not permit any traffic. 
D. The users egress VLAN does not match the VSC’s ingress VLAN. 

Answer:  A 

QUESTION: 60 
Refer to the exhibit. 
Network topology 

Currently the HP MSM720 Controller shown in the exhibit is operating at its factory 
default settings except for the VLAN ID on the access network. Other ports have their 
factory default, VLAN assignments. Now a network administrator change the internet 
network VLAN ID to 20. The network administrator assigns this profile as a tagged 
VLAN on port 2 and connects the port to the core switch. The network administrator 
loses to access to the controller. What is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. A routing loop between the controller’s ports 
B. The controller handing out invalid DHCP addresses 
C. The controller capturing traffic and directing it to its internal public access 
interface. 
D. A broadcast storm 

Answer:  A 

QUESTION: 61 
Refer to the exhibit. 
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An HP MSM solution is experiencing issues. The exhibit shows the controller’s IP 
routes and VLANs windows. Which rule has been violated? 

A. Interfaces, including ones defined in VSCs or teaming settings, require unique 
non-overlapping subnets. 
B. The default route should be through the internet port interface not an interface that 
uses a VLAN tag. 
C. Interfaces with the same subnet must configured with the same VLAN ID. 
D. Interface with same subnet must be mapped to the same port. 

Answer:  C 

QUESTION: 62 
Refer to the exhibit. 
Client status 
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A company has an MSM solution that consists of an HP MSM760 Premium Mobility 
Controller and HP MSM APs. Users are having trouble connecting to a VSC with 
these settings: 
- Use Controller for Authentication = Enabled 
- Use Controller for Access Control = Disabled 
- Security = WPA and WPA2 
- 802.1X authentication = Enabled and local 
The exhibit shows the status for one of the user’s clients. The controller system logs 
RADIUS failures, however the users never receive messages on their client that state 
that they have entered the wrong credentials. The network administrator creates a new 
account and tiers logging in with it, and the connection still fails. Based on this 
information, what might be the problem? 

A. The controller has lost connectivity with RADIUS servers 
B. The tagging on the APs switch port is incorrect 
C. The controller uses a certificate for RADIUS that clients do not trust 
D. The clients support the wrong form of encryption 

Answer:  A 

QUESTION: 63 
The exhibit shows the status for one of the user’s clients. The controller system logs 
show RADIUS failure: however users never receive messages on their clients that 
state that they have entered the wrong credentials. The network administrator creates 
a new account and tries logging win with it, and the connection still fails. Based on 
this information, what might be the problem? 

A. The controller has lost connectivity with RADIUS servers. 
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B. The tagging on the APs switch ports is incorrect. 
C. The controller uses a certificate for RADIUS that the clients do not trust. 
D. The clients support the wrong form of encryption. 

Answer:  A 

QUESTION: 64 
Refer to the exhibit. 
Client status 

A company has an HP MSM solution that consists of an MSM760 Premium Mobility 
Controller and controlled HP MSM APs. Users are having trouble connecting to a 
VSC with these settings: 
- Use Controller for Authentication = Enabled 
- Use Controller for Access Control = Disabled 
- Wireless mobility = Disabled 
- Security = WPA2 (AES-CCMP) 
- 802.1 authentication = Enabled and remote 
The network administrator can see the clients as associated wireless clients in the 
Controller’s web browser interface. The exhibit shows the detailed status for one of 
the clients. Based on this information, which settings should the network 
administrator check for issues? 

A. RADIUS profile settings on the MSM Controller 
B. Use accounts on the MSM controller 
C. Tagging on switch ports connected to APs 
D. Encryption supported by the clients 
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E. Tagging on switch ports connected to MSM Controller ports 

Answer:  C 

QUESTION: 65 

Refer to the exhibit. 

Security settings and authorized device list. 


A VSC defined on an HP MSM controller enforces WPA2 encryption with preshared 
keys (PSK). For additional security, APs should allow only the company’s authorizes 
defined device connect. The exhibit shows the list that the network administrator has 
defined with MAC addresses. Users are having connecting to the WLAN. What might 
be the cause of this problem? 

A. The VSC does not support WPA2 and AES-CCMP, but the clients require this 
encryption for 802.1n. 
B. This form of MAC filtering is not compatible with any other form of authorization 
except 802.1X authentication. 
C. The MAC addresses have been entered in the wrong format. 
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D. The list has been applied as a block list instead of as an allow list. 

Answer:  D 

QUESTION: 66 
Refer to the Exhibit. 
Subsequent policy 

An HP MSM solution that consists of an HP MSM765 zl controller and controlled HP 
MSM APs provides guest services for a company. Guest connect to an access-
controlled VSC and enter their credentials in the controller’s internal login page. The 
controller checks the guests’ credentials against an account in its local database. The 
company has implemented new policies, which are enforced with the subscription 
policy shown in the exhibit. The next day at 9:12 am, a guest complains that they 
cannot access the network. The administrator checks the guest account and sees that 
its status is Blocked. How might the administrator address this issue? 

A. Enable the Online time checkbox in the subscription policy. 
B. Check the clock on the switch in which the MSM765 zl installed. 
C. Edit the account and select the checkbox to reactivate it. 
D. Reset the account’s subscription. 

Answer:  A 
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